
Symmetry Breaking in Constraint Satisfationwith Graph-Isomorphism: Comma-Free CodesJustin PearsonDepartment of Information TehnologyDivision of Computer SystemsUppsala University, Box 337, 751 05 Uppsala, Swedenjustin�dos.uu.seDeember 5, 2003AbstratIn this paper the use of graph isomorphism is investigated withinthe framework of symmetry breaking in onstraint satisfation prob-lems. A running example of Comma-free odes is used to test themethods. But the tehnique an be extended to other problems. Inpartiular Symmetry Breaking via Dominane Detetion (SBDD) isapplied to �nd Comma-Free Codes. To hek if a urrent partial solu-tion is symmetrially equivalent to a previously found no-good, graphisomorphism is used. In partiular the powerful and fast graph iso-morphism pakage nauty is used. Experimental results show that fordiÆult instanes SBDD+Nauty out performs lexiographi ordering1.1 IntrodutionConstraint Satisfation [1, 5, 14℄ is a framework for stating and solving om-binatorial problems. A onstraint satisfation problem (CSP) is a olletion1An earlier version of this paper appeared in the SymCon03 workshop on Symmetryin Constraints held at the CP03. 1



of variables that are to be assigned values from domains subjet to a ol-letion of onstraints that restrit possible ombinations of values of sets ofvariables. In general solving CSPs is NP-omplete.Most solution methods for CSPs involve a mixture of baktraking onvariable assignment and propagation of loal information. Often propagationtakes the form of loal onsisteny methods (suh are ar-onsisteny) orspeialised propagation algorithms implemented as global-onstraints.Reently [9, 6, 2, 3℄ there has been muh interest using symmetries in-herent in problems to speed up searh. Essentially symmetrially equivalentbranhes in the searh spae are pruned. Often this is ahieved by eitherinserting new onstraints on failure [9℄ to exlude symmetrially equivalentnodes later in the searh or heking the urrent partial against previousnogoods [6℄.This paper uses graph-isomorphism to hek if a partial assignment issymmetrially equivalent to a previously found nogood this is applied toa running example, omma-free odes. The method of graph isomorphismould be applied to other problems. The rest of paper is organised as follows:Comma-Free odes are introdued, then Symmetry Breaking via DominaneDetetion (SBDD) is outlined the required graph is then onstruted and�nally experimental results are presented.2 Comma-Free CodesA omma-free ode [10, 11, 12℄ over an alphabet A is a set, C � A�, of wordsover A suh that given any two words, w; v 2 C, any sub-word, u, of theonatenation, wv, is not in the ode. Here we will be only interested inodes where all the words have the same length. See �gure 1 for an exampleof a omma-free ode.00001 00101 00110 11001 11010 11110Figure 1: A Comma-Free Code of 6 words of length 5 over the alphabet f0; 1gComma-Free Codes were originally inspired by biology. Geneti informa-tion in the ell is stored in DNA, whih for a omputer sientist is a stringof letters from the alphabet A, C, T and G. Via a transription mehanismproteins are onstruted whih are hains of amino aids from an alphabetof 20 di�erent aids. One question that exerised biologists was: How are2



eah of the 20 di�erent aids oded as strings of DNA? One proposal is thatthe 20 aids are oded as omma-free odes, so as to aid transription. Asit turns out there is a omma-free ode of size 20 of words of length 3 over afour letter alphabet. But in reality nature is not so simple: the geneti odeis not a omma-free ode and in fat is not even a ode in the mathematialsense. Figure 2 shows a omma free ode over alphabet size 4 with words oflength 3. 112 113 114 212 213 214 223 224 312 313314 323 324 334 412 413 414 423 424 434Figure 2: Comma-Free ode with word length 3 over an alphabet of size 4.Comma-Free Codes are still interesting from a mathematial point ofview. One property of interest in the theory of omma-free odes is: givenan alphabet size and a word length what is the maximal number of words aomma-free ode an ontain?3 Symmetry Breaking via Dominane Dete-tion (SBDD)Essentially SBDD [6℄ prevents symmetrially equivalent no-goods being ex-plored. In more detail, given a failure during searh (where a failure is somepartial assignment that annot be extended) the searh proedure shouldguarantee that no symmetrially equivalent partial assignment is ever ex-plored. In SBDD an extra proedure is added to the searh proedure whihheks if the urrent partial assignment has already been seen before (domi-nated) as a no-good.One way of implementing SBDD is by maintaining a database of previ-ously seen partial assignments and heking the urrent assignment againstall the previous partial assignments for equality modulo symmetry.Various modi�ations an be applied to SBDD in reduing the numberof no-goods that need to be stored. In partiular during depth-�rst searhno-goods below a ompleted node in the searh tree an be removed.In implementing a searh proedure for omma-free odes eah no-goodand partial assignment will be onverted into a graph. In implementingSBDD with the optimisation of removing redundant no-goods the dominane3



heking proedure has to hek if the graph of the previously found no-goodis isomorphi to a subgraph of the urrent no-good. This proedure is NP-omplete. In the implementation of SBDD used in this paper time is tradedfor spae. All the no-goods are kept, none are thrown away as would be donewith an optimised implementation of SBDD. This allows graph isomorphismto be used as a dominane hek sine only no-goods at the same level in thesearh tree are heked. The omplexity of graph isomorphism is not known,but in pratie it is often polynomial.4 Comma-Free Codes: Graph Isomorphismand Symmetry BreakingTo model and �nd omma-free odes using a CSP, a ode is representedas a list of lists where eah list represents a word. There are two obvioussymmetries with this representation. First, the order of the words does notmatter: that is any permutation of the words is still a omma-free ode. Se-ondly given any omma-free ode, C, over an alphabet A and any bijetion,f : A ! A, on the alphabet, applying the bijetion to every word in theode (giving the ode ff(w)jw 2 Cg where f(w) = f(w1) � � � f(wk) whenw = w1 � � �wk) is still a omma-free ode and �nally given any omma freeode C the ode CR whih ontains all the words in C reversed is still aomma free ode. In this paper only the �rst two symmetries are broken.One way of ombating the �rst symmetry is to order the ode words lex-iographially using the lex-hain [4℄ global onstraint. The seond sym-metry (the value symmetry) is harder to break eÆiently and even harder tobreak in the presene of the �rst symmetry. One suh approah would be toreformulate the problem as a matrix model and use two lexiographi hainonstraints (see [7℄) but this would still not break all the symmetry in theproblem.The searh proedure implemented to solve the CSP searhes for a om-plete word at a time in the ode. To hek if the urrent partial assignmentis symmetrially equivalent to a previously found no-good at the same levelgraphs are onstruted for both the partial assignment and the no-good suhthat the graphs are isomorphi if and only if the assignments are symmetri-ally equivalent. Isomorphism of the graphs is heked using the nauty [13℄system, whih is able to return a anonial graph suh that two graphs are4



isomorphi if and only if they have the same anonial graph. Hene if theno-goods are stored as nauty anonial graphs then a new partial assignmentan be onverted into a anonial graph and heked against stored no-goods.The graph used for isomorphism testing is onstruted as follows. Givena partial assignment of n ode words of the form:W1 = w11 : : : wk1...Wn = w1n : : : wknwhere eah wji is a letter from the alphabet of the ode (beause of the waythe searh proedure works there will be no ode words to level n whih haveonly some entries grounded), then a oloured graph with 1 + k olours isonstruted as follows:� The set of nodes of the graph is the disjoint union of the sets A (thedomain or the alphabet of the ode) and the set fwji j1 � i � n ^ 1 �j � kg;� The nodes in A are all the same olour and the members of the disjointsets Ki = fwijj1 � j � ng give the k other olours for 1 � i � k;� For every graph, regardless of the ode, there are edges from wji to wj+1ifor all 1 � i � n and all 1 � j < k;� For all 1 � i � n and 1 � j � k if wji = d then there is an edge from dto wji .In �gure 3 an example graph is given for the ode f001; 101g. It is thenpossible to prove that two odes of the same length are symmetrially equiv-alent if and only if the two graphs are oloured graph isomorphi. Suhan isomorphism gives a bijetion on the ode words. The separation of theolours gives a bijetion on the domain elements. The edges between wji andwj+1i fores any isomorphism f suh that f(wji ) = wj0i0 fores f(wj+1i ) to bewj0+1i0 . Finally edges between the domain elements and the nodes wji fore theisomorphism on domain elements to be an isomorphism of the ode words.
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Figure 3: Coloured graph for the ode f001; 101g5 ResultsAn implementation of SBDD with graph isomorphism was ompared againstlexiographially ordering the words. Although lexiographi ordering willnot break all the symmetry (that is both the value symmetry and the inter-hangeability of the words in the ode) in many ases it performs well. Itis not until relatively diÆult instanes that SBDD with graph isomorphismompetes with lexiographi ordering. In �gure 4 results are presented forCode Length Time: SBDD Baktraks Time: lex Baktraks13 1.17 34 0.84 1814 4.4 96 2.41 9815 259.09 3145 159.29 419816 328.37 3145 208.6 419817 1891.27 13608 3729.96 5768018 2272.76 13608 4591.89 5768019 2741 13608 5768.78 5768020 3234.31 13608 7247.42 57680Figure 4: Results on domain size 4, word length 3, all times reported inseonds.odes of words of length 3 over a domain of size 4 using Sistus Prolog on aPentium 4 2.53Ghz mahine (with 512Mb of memory) running Linux; notethat in this ase 20 is the maximal ode length. The searh looks for oneode satisfying the onstraints. The number of baktraks does not refer tothe total number of baktraks, but the baktraks at the word level. At eah6



level in the searh tree a omplete word is found, thus on a baktrak a newode word is found. To �nd eah ode word at eah level in the tree Sistus'normal labelling proedure is used. After ode length 16, SBDD with graphisomorphism wins. Also in �gure 5 results are shown for ode words of length3 over an alphabet of size 5.Code Length Time: SBDD Baktraks Time: lex Baktraks22 36.02 704 33.58 109223 40.16 704 40.43 109224 44.74 704 47.74 109225 47.93 704 54.07 109226 841.82 2926 878.23 10827Figure 5: Results: Domain size 5, word length 3.6 ConlusionAlthough it might seem that losing the optimisations possible with SBDDon a depth-�rst searh requires many no-goods to be stored and heked, byusing graph isomorphism these no-goods an be heked relatively quikly.Also sine the symmetry groups in general would be large and onstrutingthe graphs is quite simple this method avoids generating many no-goods aswould be done with SBDS or its optimisations [8℄.The tehnique of using graph isomorphism ould also be applied to Bal-aned Inomplete Blok Designs and the Soial Golfer and this is work inprogress. This work was partially supported by a STINT institutional grantIG2001-67 of STINT the grant 221-99-369 of the Swedish Researh Coun-il an earlier version of this work was presented at SymCon'03 at CP'03onferene Cork.Referenes[1℄ K.R. Apt. Priniples of Constraint Programming. Cambridge UniversityPress, 2003.
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